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Financing a Wedding Party in Jordan 

 

 

Levantine Arabic transcript: 

 

�F:Gت ا!Eواج Aً<BC =9&?<# =9>4دة، () ا!:9 ة ا.78 ة 45أت 01/  () ا.ردن و() ا!'&%$# : ا! �
'H!واج اE!م اA> �JK5(>A . ،#=A> #L:G ،ةA9) M7N'8 O= Pش M7N'8 R7) د?S$= (>A'H!واج اE!ا

#B%T!ا U1 4ا�7 ة Bآ #GAف...() سA)E!ا #L:G U1 . ة J:!ت اYKه\] ن A<BC  ،تA7<'� يAه P1 5 (_!إ A)
� إ!AK> . cن ا!9?(7  ا!'ASریa ا!'A!7# () ا!EواجS1 R9:Lوآ ،A= A>?ن aLJ= واجE!ا.ردن ا ()

?ف =M ا!4و.رات، وا!Aً<BC PBN ا.A:9G.ت وا!F:dت ا!PGAS1 (9 ه\] ا!>'K> ،R7L ات ا.!
وا.سAHh9ر !gوF71ت أو A>Afت ا.وF71ت وه\ا =aLJ ن?<A= Aً، !/\ا ا!e Aً<BC PBN/ ت (J ة 

(>A'H!واج اE!7#. ا>A'H!ا #L:d!إّن? ا A/7) د?S$'!ا (>A'H!واج اE!ا . (>A'� �JK5 U95 #L:d!A)
 Mدي5>4یA> �JK5 R975 c!ا R9�8\ زوA75 kTش �  .A<BC ه?ي وأهRL..آ

  
  f P7C?!) ش?ي <M ا!F:dت () ا!:&Aدق إیm ه7)؟: ا!' أة aL8 ا!AJ=7 ا

  
�() (&Aدق o'8 نH?م، . () (&Aدق ه?ن، () در�Aت =A:9وF:dL! #BN&!A5 R1ت () ا!:&Aدق..ا!�: ا! �

='MJ 1?ص� M75 .. ا!L:dL! #:LJ# ه&Aك <R7!A �4اا!o'T نH?م p 5 () AB!Aq?ا U/&75 در�Aت، !J&?ا
� <AمJK5 دو.ر a!ا M7tFt c!ا a!ا Mی K> . دقA&:!ه\] ا cL> 5$4=?ا R7!A<!7# ا!A'!ب ا!$4رة اAdأص

�، أرO5 نH?م، و() Ftث نH?م، و() Aً7!AG 45ت ایAv =?�?د صA.ت. اوه\] ا!$A>Aتf# أ�در () .
 m= ،�=Aآ �JK5 ةE/H=  7q #!AS!ا �آ:&4ق، ه) x$) صAB> ،#!Aرة <G?9:= R$%&= M# ی>&( ی>'

�:d!ا A/7) (/9&وی �:d!ا A/7) . c!ا.ول، إ Uf !ا M=  7zآ �fأ �Jش c!ا A/7) #:LJ!ا �Sه\] ی Aً<BC
(A/7) #:LJ!A () ( ق هAئ� =M75 A ا!L:d# () ا!o'T نH?م إ!_) ..G?ا!) أ!a دو.ر }سAHh9ر () ه\]

 M7tFt (!ا?G aLJ95 (L!ا ،#!AS!ه\] ا �ا!a دو.ر، !>4ة سA>Aت A<BC، وا!L:d# ا!U95 (L () دا8
(A!$4رة ا!'EL! #7!Aو�M7 ه) إ!_) 4d95د . A5 aLJ95!9$ ی4d5 Pود ا!a دو.ر أو أ!a وA'N'8ئ# دو.ر

�:d!ن اAJ= AسAأس . A<BC ،تA5و K= O= ءAK> ن?J1 MJ'= �:d!ء ا!9) 1$4م () اA77># ا.شBC
A5 د?S$'!زی#اAq تA5و K=ئ  وAS> ت ه?نA5و K'!..A/7) د?S$'!9?ح، ..ا:= R7)?5 �=O و�B# أآ

() 5>� ا!F:dت J5?ن (A/7 رkf، و�Eء أآB  آJ5  7z?ن . L! A<BC> وسM7...و9&1/) L:d5# آ�7
 A/7) ن?J5 A/7) kf !ت اF:d!د، و() 5>� ا := kfر o7!و (>A'� kfء =&? رE� kfر

() F:Gت أیAv، () ا!FSت A5!\ات ی>&) .ن? =AJآA/&7 . > وسرkf =: د، ($L! x> یo وا!
A/7) U975 o5 kfر A/7) m'95 #$L�=... ات BJ'!ه\] ا cL> #LHN= (نAqت وأ?SL! ات BJ= Op?ی

� =4dود �4ا. !SL?ت ی>&)JK5 kfا. ر A/7) m'95 kf آ A=ا..U1 ی>&) اذا ..  
 
 
English translation: 

 

Man: Wedding parties are, of course, different and varied. Recently in Jordan and in the 
region generally, mass weddings became popular. What’s meant by a mass wedding is 
that 50 men [marry] with 50 women, a general party in a very big area to conduct the 
wedding ceremony. 



Organizations arrange these parties. Certainly this idea emerged to spare the financial 
expenses of marriage. In Jordan, marriage is sort of expensive. And its expenses reach 
tens of thousands of dollars. And the reason, of course, is the ceremonies and parties that 
accompany it, and renting hotels or halls in hotels -- that’s somewhat expensive. That’s 
why the idea of mass weddings emerged. What we mean by a mass wedding is the mass 
party.  
 
So the party is a mass one. Then each person takes his wife to his house, normally, of 
course, with his family. 
 
Woman behind camera: Okay, tell me a little bit about parties at hotels, what are they?  
 
Man: There are hotels here … there are different levels of hotel parties. There are five-
star hotels. The five-star ones often have different levels but the expense of a party there 
is very high, perhaps $20,000 to $30,000 in general. Financially able people go to these 
hotels. There is a lesser degree, four stars and three stars, and recently big halls appeared. 
A hall isn’t fully furnished. It’s not a hotel; it’s only a hall. It’s an open space to have a 
party. Its expense is much less than the first price, [up] to about $1000, to rent this hall. 
So there is a big difference between a party in a five-star place with a cost of about 
$30,000, for few hours, of course, and between a party in this hall which would cost 
about $1000,00 or $1500,00.  
 
The financial capability for both spouses is what decides the place of the party. The 
nature of things served in a party can be a dinner with drinks … ah … what I mean by 
drinks here is juices and sodas with a meal, an open buffet that ends with a cake for both 
the bride and groom. Some parties include dancing -- in most cases it’s mass dancing not 
single. There are some parties where dancing is only for the groom and bride.  
 
In some parties -- especially halls, because they are closed places -- there is no dancing 
but there are loud speakers with recorded songs. As for dancing, it’s very limited usually.      
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